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Introduction 

[1] Chow Group Limited (Chow Group) and Clearwater Construction Limited 

(Clearwater) were parties to a construction contract. The first defendant, acting as an 
adjudicator under the Construction Contracts Act 2002 (the Act), issued a 
determination confirming that Chow Group was liable to pay Clearwater's payment 

claim. 

[2] Chow Group seek to review that decision. The first defendant abides the 
decision of the Court. 

C 
Background 

[3] Chow Group owned the Palace Hotel on the corner of Federal Street and 

Victoria Street West, Auckland. Clearwater was contracted to renovate it for Chow 
Group. On 18 November 2010, in the course of the renovation work, the building 

was demolished by order of the Auckland City Council. The building had to be 

demolished as it was in imminent danger of collapse due to defective construction 
and over excavation. 

( 

[4] Chow Group and Clearwater lodged a claim with the contract works insurer. 
On 10 December 2010 Clearwater submitted a payment claim to Chow Group for 

work for which it had not been paid. Chow Group responded on 13 December 
acknowledging receipt and advising the claim and documents would be reviewed 

and discussed with the architect before final submission to the insurers. 

[5] Clearwater's claim remained unpaid. Clearwater applied to the Building 
Disputes Tribunal to nominate an adjudicator to determine liability. The first 
defendant was appointed adjudicator. 

[6] On 5 April 2011 the first defendant sent the parties a letter making the 
following directions: 
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The further conduct of this matte1·: 

The parties are now required to provide their respective submissions on the 
disputed matters strictly in accordance with the following timetable: 

• the claimant must serve on the Adjudicator and every other 
party to the adjudication its adjudication claim and supporting 
documents within 5 working days of receipt of this notice (section 
36(1)); and 

• the respondent may serve on the Adjudicator and the claimant, a 
written response to the adjudication claim within 5 working days of 
receipt of the adjudication claim, or within any further time that 
the parties agree or within any further time that the Adjudicator 
may allow if the Adjudicator considers that, in the 
circumstances, the additional time is required to enable the 
respondent to complete the written response (s37(1)) (It should 
be noted that the presumption is strongly against an extension of 
time being granted for service of the written response. An extension 
of time will only be granted in exceptional circumstances): and, C 

( 

• the claimant may serve on the Adjudicator and every other party 
to the adjudication a written statement strictly in reply to the 
written response of any other party to the adjudication within 3 
working days of receipt of that response (s42(1)(a)(i)). 

The patties should be aware that there may be no conference or any other 
opportunity for a party to present its case beyond what is provided in a 
claim, the written response(s) and the reply statement(s). 

The preparation of these submissions is critical both as to content and timing 
(refer ss36, 37 and 46(b) of the Act). 

[7] Clearwater exchanged its adjudication claim' as directed. Chow Group 
sought and obtained an extension of time to submit its response. 2 In gra1,1ting the 

extension to Chow Group the adjudicator directed that Clearwater was to file any 

reply on or before 26 April 2011. 

[8] On receipt of Clearwater's reply, Chow requested a hearing and sought an 
opportunity to comment on the material in the reply. 

[9] The adjudicator considered that he did not have power to convene a hearing 
as requested and said that, in any event, he did not require any further submissions. 

He said Chow Group's right to comment under s 42(1 )(b) of the Act had not been 

2 
Under s 36. 
Under s 37. 
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triggered by his request that Clearwater file reply material as it was "strictly in 

reply". 

[10] The adjudicator then subsequently issued his determination on 11 May 2011 

finding for Clearwater. 

The issues on the review 

[11] The following issues arise. 

• Did the adjudicator err at law and/or breach natural justice by failing to allow 

Chow Group to comment on the further submissions by Clearwater? 

• Did the adjudicator err at law by determining he had no power to convene a 

hearing? 

• Did the adjudicator err at law by finding the sums were payable by Chow 

Group to Clearwater even though Clearwater had not provided a contractor's 

bond? 

• Did the adjudicator err at law by finding Clearwater had an entitlement to 

payment under the Act? 

( • Did the adjudicator err at law by determining that payment claims made other 

than in good faith (in other words in bad faith) were not invalid? 

• Did the adjudicator err at law by failing to consider the context of Chow 

Group's letter of 13 December in rejecting it as a payment schedule? 

• If the adjudicator did err at law and/or breach natural justice in any one or 

more of the above ways should relief be granted? 
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The further submission issue 

[12] The adjudicator was required to comply with the principles of natural justice 

in conducting the adjudication proceedings: s 41(c). Chow Group submits that by 

failing to provide it an opportunity to conunent on Clearwater's reply submissions 

the adjudicator erred at law and also breached natural justice. 

C 

[13] Chow Group relies on the case of Construct Interiors NZ Limited v Jones.3 

The directions issued in that case were in similar terms to the directions issued by the 

adjudicator in the present one. Both provided for reply submissions. Cooper J 

categorised that as a request for further submissions under s 41(l)(b) and concluded 

that ifthe procedure envisaged by ss 36 and 37 of the Act was to be supplemented by 

such a request for further submissions then the adjudicator should provide an 

opportunity to comment on those submissions. He concluded that the failure to do 

so in that case was a breach of natural justice. 

[14] Mr Thorp sought to distinguish Construct Interiors on its facts. Alternatively 
he submitted it was wrongly decided. But the reply directions were the same as the 

present, and I find Cooper J's reasoning concerning the procedure required by the 

Act to be compelling. Section 36 provides for the initial claim. Section 37 provides 

for the response. The adjudicator may then determine the claim on the exchange of 

those materials but if, in exercise of his powers under s 42(1)(b), he or she requests 

further written submissions the relevant parties must be given an opportunity to 

comment on those submissions. There is no practical difference between providing a 

right to make a statement "strictly in reply" and requesting further submissions. 

[15] In this case, as in Construct Interiors, the adjudicator provided the claimant 

with the right to provide reply submissions. In the circumstances he should have 

given Chow Group an opportunity to comment on those submissions. The 

adjudicator declined to do so. That was an error of law and a breach of natural 

justice. The issue that arises is what relief, if any, the Court should grant for that 

error of law and/or breach of natural justice. That is a matter I return to later in this 

judgment. 

Construct Interiors NZ Limited v Jones HC Auckland CIV-20 I 0-404-897, 23 August 2010. 
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The hearing issue 

[16] In theirs 37 response Chow Group submitted this was not a run of the mill 

payment claim dispute and sought a hearing (not involving evidence). The 

adjudicator considered that it would be surprising if s 42(l)(a) allowed him to 
schedule a hearing but did not consider a hearing was required in any event. 

[17] Section 42(1)(a) reads: 

42 Powers of adjudicator 

(1) An adjudicator may- 

( 
(a) conduct the adjudication in any manner that he or she thinks 

fit; and ... 

[18] Mr Salmon submitted that the adjudicator misdirected himself because the 

wording of s 42(1)(a) was broad enough to confer a power to convene a hearing for 

oral submissions. He supported the submission by reference to s 42(1)(h) and (i) 

which, he argued, provided ancillary powers that could be invoked if a hearing was 

convened. 

( 

[19] I accept that s 42(1 )(a) is expressed in sufficiently broad terms to enable an 

adjudicator in an appropriate case, to convene a hearing to receive further oral 

submissions. Such cases would be rare given the emphasis in the Act as to the need 

for timeliness of the adjudication process and the time constraints for the claim and 

response.4 

[20] However, nothing turns on the issue of whether the adjudicator had 

jurisdiction to convene a hearing in this case. While the adjudicator doubted he had 

jurisdiction to direct a hearing, ultimately he decided it was unnecessary in any 

event. The power under s 42(l)(a) is permissive and discretionary. The adjudicator 

was entitled to reject the request for a hearing in this case for the reasons he gave, 

namely that he understood the parties' cases and did not require to hear orally from 

them. 

See for instance: S 41 -An adjudicator must-(a) act ... in a timely manner. 
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The bond issue 

[21] The construction contract was based on the standard form NZS 3915:2005. It 

provided for a contractor's bond in the sum of 5% of the contract price plus GST: 

els 3 .1.1 and 3 .1.2. In its submissions to the adjudicator Chow Group sought to rely 

on cl 3.1.3, (incorrectly referred to in the submissions as 3.1.2), which reads: 

No payment otherwise due under the Contract Documents shall become 
payable until the Contractor and its surety have executed and delivered the 
bond to the Principal. 

[22] Mr Salmon argued that therefore, no sum was payable until the bond was 

provided. As a matter of law, as Clearwater had not provided a bond as required, no 

sum was payable under the contract. The payment claim was invalid. 

[23] There is, however, a distinction between payments becoming due under the 

contract and the enforceability of such payments. Section 14( d) provides: 

Parties free to agree on progress payment provisions in construction 
contract 

The parties to a construction contract are free to agree between themselves 
on a mechanism for determining- 

(d) the date when each of those payments becomes due. 

( 
[24] The concept of a due date for payment under the contract is a different 

concept to whether or not a payment, which otherwise may be due (because the due 

date has passed) is payable. 

[25] Section 20 provides when a payment claim can be served. Section 20 of the 

Act provides: 

(1) A payee may serve a payment claim on the payer for each progress 
payment,- 

(a) if the contract provides for the matter, at the end of the relevant 
period that is specified in, or is determined in accordance with the 
terms of, the contract; ... 
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[26] Payee is defined as: 

payee means the party to a construction contract who is entitled to a progress 
payment. 

[27] Progress payment is defined as: 

(a) means a payment for construction work carried out under a 
construction contract that is in the nature of an instalment (whether 
or not of equal value) of the contract price for the contract (other 
than an amount that is, or is in the nature of, a deposit under the 
contract); and 

(b) includes any final payment under the contract 

( 
[28] The effect of the statutory and contractual provisions in this case is that the 

payment claimed by Clearwater had become due. Clearwater was entitled to serve 
the payment claim even though it had not provided the bond. 

[29] If Chow Group's position is that it was not obliged to pay the sum claimed in 

the payment claim in reliance on cl 3.1.3 (it having paid the previous four claims 

without raising the issue) the time to make that point was in its payment schedule in 
response to the payment claim. It could have said a nil amount was due and noted 
the claim was not payable by reason of the operation of cl 3.1.3 and Clearwater's 

failure to provide a bond. It was required to set out the reason for withholding 
payment. Section 21(3)(c) provides that: 

( 
If the scheduled amount is less than the claimed amount, the payment 
schedule must indicate: 

(c) in a case where the difference is because the payer is withholding 
payment on any basis, the payer's reason or reasons for withholding 
payment. 

[30] For the reasons that follow later in this judgment the letter of 13 December 
was not a payment schedule. By failing to respond with a payment schedule and to 
comply with s 21(3)(c) Chow Group became subject to s 22. Under s 22 Chow 

Group became liable to pay the amount claimed in the payment claim. 
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[31] In short, the payment of the bond was not a condition precedent to 

Clearwater's ability to seek payment under the contract by engaging s 20. 

Clearwater's failure to provide a bond may have provided a reason not to pay the 

amount claimed under the Act but, in order for that, it had to be raised in a payment 

schedule which Chow Group failed to do. 

The entitlement to payment 

( 

[32) In his written submissions Mr Salmon advanced an argument related to the 

bond issue, namely that the construction contract provided the mechanism for 

determining the date upon which payments were claimable and that, if no sum was 

payable under the contract (as Chow Group argued in the present case), no payment 

claim could be issued so that ss 20 and 22 were not engaged. In his written 

submissions he noted that s 19 defined "payee" as a person entitled to a progress 

payment which, he submitted, meant the person with the present entitlement to make 

a progress payment claim. However, during the course of oral · submissions I 

understood him to accept that the references to payee and payer under s 19 were for 

the ease of identifying the parties to the contract and their respective roles rather than 

anything more. 

( 

[33) Largely for the reasons given above, this submission must fail. It overlooks 
the difference between Clearwater's right to issue a payment claim and Chow 

Group's argument that the claim was not payable so that it was not obliged to pay it. 

In addition to the statutory provisions discussed above, the relevant contractual 

clauses (at 12.1 and 12.4) also provide for the submission of claims under the 

contract. Whether the amount claimed is payable or not is then to be determined (if 

there is a dispute) through the processes provided for in cl 12 and/ors 20-24 of the 

Act. Chow Group did not engage those processes. 

The bad faith issue 

[34] Chow Group next submits that the adjudicator erred in finding it was not the 

law that payment claims under the Act made, other than in good faith, were invalid. 

The submission relies on comments of Associate Judge Osborne in Cube Buildings 
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Solutions Ltd v King. 5 Chow Group argues that by seeking payment when it was not 

entitled to, and by including items not claimable under the contract, such as 

unapproved variations and damages for breach of notice provisions, Clearwater acted 

in bad faith. In its submissions to the adjudicator Chow Group argued the claim was 

inflated by at least 31 % and, in the context of the failure of the renovation works, 

that led to a strong inference the claim was issued in bad faith. 

[35] In Cube Judge Osborne noted, in the context of considering a residual basis 

upon which a Court might treat a payment schedule as invalid, that:6 

I accept that there may be extreme cases where an inference of bad faith is 
irresistible having regard to the content of a particular payment schedule. I 
also accept that it would not have been Parliament's intention in the Act to 
allow a payer to have treated as valid a payment schedule presented in bad 
faith. 

[36] But the Judge went on to observe: 7 

However, the Court must be cautious when it is acting in its summary 
jurisdiction, in coming to any conclusion that it is beyond argument that a 
payer acted in bad faith .... 

[37] Even accepting for present purposes that in an extreme case bad faith might 

apply to vitiate a payment claim or payment schedule, the present case falls well 

short of that on the facts. While noting that the comments of Judge Osborne in Cube 
were obiter and doubting whether they represented the law, the adjudicator went on 

to reject the argument on the facts. 

C [38] As Mr Thorp noted, the payment claim was supported by schedules which 

supported the particular claims. The claims made were based on provisions in the 

contract. The adjudicator was entitled to reject the argument Clearwater acted in bad 

faith in making the claim. 

5 
6 

7 

Cube Buildings Solutions Ltd v King HC Christchurch CIV-2009-409-34, 17 December 2009. 
At [70]. 
At [71]. 
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Payment schedules to be read in context 

( 

[39] Next Mr Salmon submitted that the adjudicator was wrong to find that Chow 
Group's letter of 13 December was not a payment schedule in terms of the Act. He 

submitted that it is necessary to consider that letter in the context of the relevant 
background circumstances: George Developments Ltd v Canam Construction Ltd;8 
Foggo v R J Merrifield Ltd;9 Multiplex Constructions Pty Ltd v Luikens & Anort'" 

and Mannai Investment Co Ltd v Eagle Star Life Assurance; 11 Bryers v Harts 

Contributory Mortgages Nominee Co Ltd; 12 Concrete Structures (NZ) Ltd v NZ 

Windfarms Ltd.13 Notices, including payment schedules, must be interpreted in a 
way in which a reasonable person would construe them in the relevant commercial 

and legal context. 

[40] The general proposition that the payment schedule must be considered in the 

context of the general background circumstances is, to a point, correct. However, Mr 
Salmon overstates the effect of the authorities he relies on when that proposition is 
applied to the present facts. 

[ 41] In George Developments Ltd for instance, in the context of the requirement 
under s 20(2)(e) to indicate the manner in which the payee calculated the claimed 

amount, the Court accepted that reference could be had to previous claims to 
ascertain the amount claimed and it was relevant that the issues raised about the form 
of the payment schedule had not been raised with previous payment claims in the 

same form. The Court noted that: 14 

As Lord MacFadyen said at para [29] in Maxi it was appropriate to look at 
the payment claim "in the context of the other applications for payment that 
had gone before". 

[42] In Foggo, French J noted that in George Developments Ltd the Court of 
Appeal had held that a purposive interpretation must be adopted and that technical 

8 

9 

10 
II 
12 

13 

14 

George Developments Ltd v Canam Construction Ltd [2006] I NZLR 177. 
Foggo v R J Merrifield LtdHC Christchurch CIV-2009-409-605, 21 September 2009. 
Multiplex Construe/ions Pry Ltd v Luikens & Anor [2003] NSWSC 1140. 
Mannai Investment Co Ltd v Eagle Star Life Assurance [1997] 2 WLR 945 (HL). 
Bryers v Harts Contributory Mortgages Nominee Co Ltd [2002] 3 NZLR 343. 
Concrete Structures (NZ) Ltd v NZ Wind/arms Ltd [20 l O] NZCA 450. 
At [68]. 
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quibbles should not be allowed to vitiate a payment claim that substantially complied 

with the requirements of the Act. However, despite that observation the Judge noted 

that the erroneous inclusion of the word "not" in the advice sections meant that the 

claim was not a clear and unequivocal statement of the other party's rights and 

obligations and held it was not, therefore, a valid payment claim. 

[43] In Multiplex the issue was a payment schedule in which Multiplex, the 

principal, had said: 

... Back charges/contra charges/scope deletions (BCJ-BC16). Attached to 
the summary was a document entitled "Assessment of progress claim 
number 14. " Under a heading "Back charges/contra charges/scope 
deletions" appears relevantly "BC} Deletion of southern tenancies wall 
panels (by others)": then the deduction claimed by Multiplex is shown at 

( $434,010 ... 

(44] In response to a challenge the payment schedule had not sufficiently 

identified its reasons for withholding payment, Multiplex asserted that there had 

been a previous agreement, confirmed in writing, that it would award the panelling 

contract in respect of the southern tenancies to a sub-contractor, that the cost of 

engaging that contractor would be about $90,000, which would be charged to the 

contractor's account as a set-off. The Judge accepted the submission. 

(_ 

[ 45] Each of the cases are dependent on their own facts. They do not support the 

proposition advanced for the Chow Group which is effectively that, because the 

parties had discussed the matter earlier, and had agreed the claim would be referred 

to an insurer, it was unnecessary for Chow Group to say formally that it denied 

liability to pay anything or otherwise respond in the form of a payment schedule to 

Clearwater's payment claim. 

[ 46] The principle in Mannai and Bryers v Harts Contributor Mortgages Nominee 

Co is that, in interpreting a statutory notice, regard must be had to the background 

context. However, in the present case, it is not so much a case of interpreting what 

was said in the letter of 13 December but rather whether the letter satisfies the 

requirements of a payment schedule as required by the Act. 
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[ 4 7] It is necessary to consider the letter of 13 December which Chow relies on as 

the payment schedule in full. The letter reads: 

( 

Re 75 Victoria Street West, Wellington 

We acknowledge receipt of your correspondence of IO December 2010. 

We further acknowledge receipt of the enclosures for your final claim. 
These will be reviewed and discussed with GCA, before final submission to 
our insurers for their satisfaction. 

Thank you for providing to us statements from your personnel recording 
their recollection of the events leading up to the demolition of the building. 
For completeness of our records and for om insurers we will also require to 
receive from you full records of all Council inspection reports and other 
information provided by Council to Clearwater during construction. 

You will be aware of Council's allegation of over excavation being done in 
the basement, brought to our attention in Council's lawyer's (Simpson 
Grierson) correspondence of 3 December 2010 ( copy attached). The fourth 
paragraph of that correspondence also alleges a site notice recording the 
building inspector's concerns about over excavation was provided to 
Clearwater, and that the inspector instructed no further excavation was to 
proceed. We require to have your report on this alleged incident and to 
receive all documentation you received from Council, and completed for 
your own records, at the time. 

We will be required to provide any and all evidence of causation of the 
building cracking and movement, prior to its demolition, to our insurers. To 
assist with that we require from Clearwater, as contractor, a response as to 
what it believes was the possible cause of this damage. 

Thank you again for your assistance in anticipation. We would be 
appreciative of your response, with all documentation requested, within 10 
working days of this letter. 

(_ [ 48] The claim issued by Clearwater was clearly a payment claim in terms of the 

Act. It required a response by way of a payment schedule. Section 21 provides the 

requirements of a payment schedule: 

21 Payment schedules 

( 1) A payer may respond to a payment claim by providing a payment 
schedule to the payee. 

(2) A payment schedule must- 

(a) be in writing; and 

(b) identify the payment claim to which it relates; and 

(c) indicate a scheduled amount. 
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(3) If the scheduled amount is less than the claimed amount, the 
payment schedule must indicate- 

(a) the manner in which the payer calculated the scheduled 
amount; and 

(b) the payer's reason or reasons for the difference between the 
scheduled amount and the claimed amount; and 

(c) in a case where the difference is because the payer is withholding 
payment on any basis, the payer's reason or reasons for withholding 
payment. 

[ 49] Importantly, the scheduled amount is defined as "means an amount of 

progress payment specified in a payment schedule that the payer proposes to pay to 

the payee in response to a payment claim". 

C [50] Chow Group argues that in the present case the scheduled amount is nil and 

that is effectively what the letter was saying. However, the only aspect of the letter 

that addresses Chow Group's response to the claim is the second paragraph. That 

second paragraph does not indicate the scheduled amount is nil. Rather it 

acknowledges receipt of the enclosures for Clearwater's final claim and says they 

will be reviewed and discussed with GCA (the architect) - the process contemplated 

by the contract - before submission to the insurers for their satisfaction. 

C 

[51] It may be that Chow Group contemplated any payment would be made by the 

insurers and that what Chow Group was saying that whatever amount was approved 

by GCA would ultimately be referred to the insurers for payment. But that is not 

sufficient. What Chow did not do, as they were required to do in accordance with 

s 21, was to indicate the scheduled amount. Further, it did not set out the reason or 

reasons for withholding payment as was also required by s 21(3)(c). In fact, by 

contrast there was an acknowledgement that payment may be made of an amount to 

be approved by the architect through the insurers. 

[52] As Harrison J noted in Meta/craft Industries Ltd v Christie:15 

I agree with Mr Andrew Hazelton, Metalcraft's counsel; the whole thrust of 
the payment claims provision in Part 2 is to enhance a contractor's 
entitlement to make and enforce progress claims unless they are properly 

15 Meta/craft Industries Ltd v Christie HC Whangarei CIV-2006-488-645 15 February 2007 at [15]. 
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disputed in a timely manner: West City Construction Ltd v Edney, HC 
Auckland CIV-2005-404-001066 I July 2005, Venning J: at [44]. The 
specific purpose of the payment schedule is to give the contractor full and 
unequivocal notice of all areas of difference or dispute to enable it to 
properly assess its future options. 

[53] All Chow Group had to do in its letter of 13 December was to state that the 

scheduled amount was nil or say that it denied liability to pay the payment claim 

because Clearwater had caused the problem and, if it wished to also rely on cl 3.1.3, 

that the amount claimed was not payable in any event. 

( 

[54] The letter of 13 December was not a payment schedule. It did not set out 

what it proposed to pay nor did it identify the basis or reasons upon which Chow 

Group denied liability. The letter of 13 December is in stark contrast to the Chow 

Group's former payment schedules issued in respect of previous payment claims 

under the contract. The source of payment, whether it was to be the insurer or Chow 

Group was immaterial to Clearwater. 

[55] There was no error of law in the adjudicator's rejection of the argument on 

this aspect. 

Relief 

( 

[56] It follows from the above that although I reject the other heads of claim, I 

accept the submission, based on Construct Interiors, that the adjudicator erred at law 

by failing to provide Chow with the opportunity to comment on the further 

submissions the adjudicator had directed Clearwater could file and there was a 

consequential breach of natural justice. 

[57] The issue is whether relief should follow and if so, what form it should take. 

Relief under s 4(1) Judicature Amendment Act 1972 is discretionary: A J Burr Ltdv 

Blenheim Borough Counci/;16 Spark It Up v Dimac Contractors Ltd 17 

16 

17 
A J Burr Ltdv Blenheim Borough Council [1980] 2 NZLR I (CA). 
Spark It Up Ltd v Dimac Contractors Ltd (2009) 19 PRNZ 631 (HC). 
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[58] The approach to be taken where there has been an error of law leading to a 

breach of natural justice has been considered by two recent Court of Appeal 

decisions, Air Nelson Ltd v Minister of Transpo,'f'8 and Survey Nelson Ltd v 

Maritime New Zealand.19 Mr Salmon referred to and relied on the following passage 

from Survey Nelson:20 

( 

... the starting point is settled: once a Court has found that a public decision 
maker has erred in law, a claimant is entitled to relief unless there are 
extremely strong reasons for refusal. The discretion to be exercised is very 
narrow or exceptional because of the usual presumption of substantial 
prejudice to the claimant: see Air New Zealand v Ministry of Transport. 
[[2008) NZCA 26 at [59], [60] and [61], applying Berkeley v Secretary of 
State/or the Environment [2001] 2AC 603 (HL) at 608 and 616]. 

[59] Mr Salmon relied on that passage and Murdoch v New Zealand Milk Boarcf'1 

to submit that substantial prejudice is presumed from an error of law including a 

breach of natural justice. Further, he submitted that if the issue of substantial 

prejudice was to be inquired into, the inquiry was not whether on the merits the 

decision was a proper one, as it was not for the Court on a judicial review to 

substitute its own decision, but rather the inquiry was a two-stage test considering: 

• whether the process was unfair or unlawful; and 

• whether the outcome of the unfair or unlawful process was prejudicial. 

( 

If those matters are established a remedy will follow save where there are extremely 

strong reasons to decline to grant relief or in exceptional case. Mr Salmon noted that 

in both Construct Interiors and Spark It Up Ltd v Dimac Contractors Ltd relief had 

been granted. 

[60] In Spark It Up the Judge found the adjudicator had erred by accepting a 

second amended statement of claim and continuing with his determination in the 

absence of any response to that amended claim. By contrast, in the present case the 

18 

19 

20 

21 

Air Nelson Ltd v Minister of Transport (2008] NZAR 139. 
Survey Nelson Ltd v Maritime New Zealand (201 OJ NZCA 629. 
At (52]. 
Murdoch v New Zealand Milk Board [ 1982] 2 NZLR 108 at 122. 
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further submissions from Clearwater were directed at legal submissions that had 

been raised by Chow Group in its response, namely: 

• Clearwater was not a payee as defined in the Act; 

• Chow's letter of 13 December amounted to a payment schedule; 

• the final payment claim was not a valid payment claim as Clearwater was 

aware it was not entitled to the claimed amount. 

( 

[61] The submissions were accompanied by a second statement of Mr Moore. 

The only fresh evidence in that statement was a reference to his dealing with Mr 

Crust, the architect, after Chow Group's letter of 13 December. Apa11 from that he 

denied liability for the demolition of the Palace Hotel. The adjudicator did not refer 

to those matters in his decision. His decision was based on the provisions of the Act 

and the requirements of a payment schedule. 

[62] I am not able to accept the submission that substantial prejudice will 

automatically be presumed from a breach of natural justice. The submission is based 

on [52] of the Survey Nelson case, which was itself a reference back to the reasoning 

and findings of the Court of Appeal in the following passages of Air New Zealand v 

Ministry of Transport:22 

( 
[59] Public law remedies are discretionary. In considering whether to 
exercise its discretion not to quash an unlawful decision or grant another 
remedy, the court can take into account the needs of good administration, 
any delay or other disentitling conduct of the claimant, the effect on third 
patties, the commercial community or industry, and the utility of granting a 
remedy. 

[60] Nevertheless, there must be extremely strong reasons to decline to 
grant relief. For example, in Berkeley v Secretary of State for the 
Environment (2001] 2 AC 603 (HL), Lord Bingham of Cornhill described 
the discretion as being "very narrow" (at 608) whereas Lord Hoffmann said 
cases in which relief would be declined were "exceptional" (at 616). 

[61] In principle, the starting point is that where a claimant demonstrates 
that a public decision-maker has erred in the exercise of its power, the 
claimant is entitled to relief. The usual assumption is that where there is 
"substantial prejudice" to the claimant, a remedy should issue: Murdoch v 

22 Air New Zealand v Ministry of Transport [2008] NZCA 26 at [59)-[61]. 
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New Zealand Milk Board [1982] 2 NZLR 108 at 122 (HC). This is evident 
from Unison Networks Ltd v Commerce Commission CA284/05 19 
December 2006, where this Court refused to grant relief, notwithstanding a 
finding that the Commerce Commission had acted unlawfully, on the basis 
that overturning the Commission's decision would occasion considerable 
disruption to the electricity industry and its consumers. The majority 
nevertheless took note of "strong cautions against exercising the discretion 
not to set aside an unlawful decision": at [81]. 

[63] Importantly, while recognising that there must be extremely strong reasons to 

decline to grant relief, at [ 61] the Court, with respect, correctly stated the proposition 

that the usual assumption is that, where there is substantial prejudice, a remedy 

should issue. However, substantial prejudice is not per se to be presumed from an 

error of law. Chow Group also rely on Murdoch. In Murdoch there was undoubted 

substantial prejudice. Mr Murdoch had lost his livelihood after having his milk 

vendor's approval revoked. 

[64] So the starting point is that it will be a rare case that relief will not be granted 

where there is an error of law leading to a breach of natural justice, but nevertheless 

it is necessary to consider the nature and the effect of the error in each case to 

determine whether the case is a rare one or whether relief is appropriate. 

[65] Consideration of the nature and effect of the error in this case must be in the 

context of the principles and objectives of the Act. The purpose of the Act has 

recently been helpfully considered and summarised by Lang J in Concrete Structures 

(NZ) Limited v Inframax Construction Ltd:23 

( [28] In virtually every case concerning the manner in which the Act is to 
be applied, it is necessary to bear in mind the purpose of the Act. The 
present case is no exception. 

[29] The purpose of the Act is succinctly described in s 3, which 
provides: 

3 Purpose 

The purpose of this Act is to reform the law relating to construction 
contracts and, in particular,- 

(a) to facilitate regular and timely payments between the parties 
to a construction contract; and 

23 Concrete Structures (NZ) Limited v Irframax Construction Ltd HC Hamilton CIV-2010-419-909 
9 November 2010 at [28]-£31 ]. 
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(b) to provide for the speedy resolution of disputes arising under 
a construction contract; and 

( c) to provide remedies for the recovery of payments under a 
construction contract. 

[30] In Marsden Villas (see above) Asher J explained that the payments 
regime promulgated by ss 22 and 23 is designed to ensure that cash flow is 
maintained for those involved in the construction industry. He said: 

[IOJ The 1999 Law Commission Paper SP3, "Protecting Construction 
Contractors", which led to the legislation, stated at para [32) that the Act 
was to "have as its purpose the ensuring of prompt cash flow to contractors ,, 

[ 11] A little earlier in the report at para {31] it was put more 
graphically: 

( 
"The basic intention is that instead of the cash flow being held 
up for weeks, months and years, pending a final solution, a 
decision, described as being 'quick and dirty' will be given to 
resolve the cash flow situation, leaving a final determination of 
financial rights and obligations to be arrived at later." 

[12] In Gilbert-Ash (Northern) Ltd v Modem Engineering (Bristol) ltd 
[1974) AC 689 at p 716 the House of Lords quoted Lord Denning in the 
Court below: 

(_ 

"There must be a 'cash flow' in the building trade. It is the very 
lifeblood of the enterprise." 

This was quoted with approval by the New Zealand Court of Appeal in 
George Developments Ltd v Canam Construction Ltd (2006] l NZLR 177 
at para [41 ]. 

[13] In Gilbert-Ash, the House of Lords allowed the appeal against 
Lord Denning's decision. Lord Reid commented at p 699 that, in a range of 
judgments, the English Court of Appeal had come near to laying down a 
general rule that, not only in cases between an employer and contractor, but 
also in cases between contractor and sub-contractor, sums due under an 
architect's certificate must be paid at once without waiting for 
determination of claims for set-off. This line of authority was disapproved 
by the House of Lords, at least as it related to contractor and subcontractor. 

[ 14] The effect of the Act was to strongly confirm that such a regime, 
which protected and encouraged cash flows, was right for cases between 
the principal and contractor, The intention was to improve the head 
contractor's ability to obtain payment, by setting up a quick and mandatory 
payment process. In enacting such legislation, the legislature set aside the 
long-established conservative contractual approach to construction 
contracts which emphasised freedom of contract. The history of these cases 
is described in Hon R Smellie CNZM QC, Progress Payments and 
Adjudication (2003), paras 1 - 15. The Act has "emphatically vindicat[ed] 
Lord Denning's approach" (Smellie, para 31 ). 

(31 J The courts have consistently strived to ensure that they interpret the 
Act in a manner that promotes this concept. In George Developments the 
Court of Appeal said at [ 41]: 
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We are satisfied that the necessary analysis must be undertaken 
with the purpose of the Act in mind. The purpose provision of the 
Act includes the fact that the Act was "to facilitate regular and 
timely payments between the parties to a construction contract''. 

[66] In Spark it Up Dobson J reviewed the scope of judicial review under the Act. 

The Judge came to the view that:24 

( 

[24] ... that simple errors of fact and law, which would justify 
intervention by the Court in normal applications for judicial review, will be 
insufficient to justify intervention by the Court under the Act. 

[25] Requiring a higher threshold as to error before intervening is 
different from denying that the Court has jurisdiction to consider the grounds 
of unreasonableness or irrelevant considerations. The reality is that these 
grounds will not often justify intervention. It is entirely possible that some 
determinations will be so unreasonable that they amount to an adjudicator 
acting beyond his jurisdiction, which cases like Carillion [Carillion 
Construction Ltd v Devonport Royal Dockyard [2005] EWHC 778 [2005] 
EWHC 778] treat as a legitimate basis for intervention. Thus instead of any 
absolute exclusion of grounds that might be pleaded in applications for 
judicial review of decisions under the Act, I am content to agree with 
Stevens J that the Court's approach must be context-dependent. All the 
traditional grounds of judicial review are available to applicants, but given 
the scheme of the Act, a low-intensity approach to review is appropriate, 
which means it will be harder for applicants to prove that such grounds 
justify intervention by the Court. 

And in conclusion:25 

[29] Accordingly, while I do not consider the scheme of the Act ousts the 
jurisdiction of the Court to consider the full gamut of grounds for judicial 
review, it does mean a higher standard of review is justified, and thus 
anything less than a rigorous Wednesbury standard of reasonableness would 
be inappropriate. Guided by that standard, I turn to consider each ground of 

( challenge. 

[67] It is also important to recognise that, while the scheme of the Act provides for 

payments to contractors, an obligation to pay under the Act is not final to the extent 

that the parties' rights to dispute liability is preserved.26 

[68] Chow Group relies again on Construct Interiors on this point. Again, it can 

be distinguished. While Cooper J found there was an error of law and breach of 

natural justice that justified setting aside the adjudication it is clear the Judge was 

24 

25 

26 

Spark It Up Ltdv Dimac Contractors Ltd at [24]-[25]. 
At [29]. 
Section 27. 
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influenced by the fact the reply contained serious personal allegations against 

Construct Interiors and that they were influential in the decision-making process. In 

particular the reply suggested a business card must have been fabricated for the 

purposes of the adjudication. It was submitted there were disturbing aspects of the 

documentation which may have been fabricated. The Judge noted that, given the 

nature of those allegations, the adjudicator should have allowed the party affected by 

them to respond, especially as they were not signalled as part of the original claim. 

The adjudicator was wrong to go on and make findings based on the fact the 

documents had been fabricated. The matters on which Construct Interiors was 

denied the right to respond were important to the resolution of the substantive issues 

and crucial to the decision made. In the circumstances of that case the decision is, 

with respect, understandable and it was appropriate relief be granted. 

[69] However, to the extent it is suggested that by stating:27 

... Where there has been a breach of natural justice and the procedure 
followed was not authorised by the Act there can be no reason for the Court 
not to provide a remedy. Having regard to the seriousness of the allegations 
in the present case I consider that there was such a breach. 

Cooper J was suggesting there was no discretion, that must be wrong because it is 

clear that relief is discretionary. Further, it is not the seriousness of the allegations 

themselves that leads to a breach of natural justice. There is either an error of law 

and a breach of natural justice in the process adopted by the adjudicator or not. The 

seriousness of that breach then goes to whether the applicant has been prejudiced and 

whether relief should be granted or not. 

[70] In the present case the effect of the breach of natural justice was to deny 

Chow Group the opportunity to make further legal submissions in response to 

Clearwater's reply submissions to Chow Group's legal submissions. 

[71] Although Mr Salmon suggested, somewhat faintly, in his submissions in 

reply there may have been the possibility of some other evidence there has been no 

suggestion of that before and the matter bas proceeded on the basis the opportunity 

lost was an opportunity to present further submissions. 

27 At [66]. 
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[72] The reply submissions and brief witness statement in this case were of little 

moment. The only reference in the adjudicator's decision to Clearwater's reply is in 

relation to the bond issue. At [37] of his decision the adjudicator said: 

[37] Mr Thorp raises a number of objections to this analysis in the reply, 
of which three are compelling: 

[1] the contract was signed on 23 September, and two months 
from that date expired on 24 November, which was the day 
after the contract was terminated, 

[2] Clearwater is a payee, as it is the party who has agreed to 
carry out the construction work and is entitled to progress 
payments in terms of s 16, which makes it a payee in terms 
of section 19, and 

( 
[3] if Chow Group wanted to rely on the alleged breach of 

clause 3 .1.2, the appropriate action was to issue a payment 
schedule raising the issue. 

[73] At the most Chow Group would have been able to make made further written 

submissions on these legal points. But any one of the three points above would have 

been conclusive. They are matters of law. They are either correct or not. The 

opportunity denied Chow Group was no more than the opportunity to make or restate 

further legal submissions similar to or expanding upon the previous legal 

submissions they had already made. It cannot be said they were prejudiced by being 

denied that right. 

C 
[74] In the circumstances of this case and given the nature and purpose of the Act 

I do not consider it can be said the Chow Group has been prejudiced or that the 

breach requires this Court to grant relief. 

Result 

[75] The application for judicial review is declined. 
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( 

Costs 

[76] Costs to the second defendant on a 2B basis. I make no order for costs in 
favour of the first defendant. 
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